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When Should I Flood?
Flooding has traditionally been timed to coincide with 

peak spawning of females in burrows, which occurs in 
September and October. Based on years of research findings 
and observations throughout the state, we recommend that 
most farmers flood when daytime air temperatures cool to a 
consistent 80-85 degrees in the afternoon and 60-65 degrees 
in the morning, which is usually early October. And yes, we 
know some of you reading this newsletter in September have 
already begun to flood ponds. The October flooding recom-
mendation takes into consideration not only peak crawfish 
spawning periods but, just as important, water quality, 
specifically dissolved oxygen management and the ability 
and willingness of farmers to manage water quality.  Because 
vegetation type and quantity affects water quality, your forage 
crop must also be taken into consideration when deciding on 
an appropriate flooding date.  

Ponds and fields can be flooded in September if the for-
age crop is young, immature rice (green rice planted in late 
July or August) with few weeds or grass and if you have the 
pumping capacity and are willing to spend the money to flush 
the field if oxygen becomes depleted.  September flooding 
potentially can give some producers an edge in producing an 
early crop, but be advised, the risk is high.  

Ponds should not receive a full-flood before October if 
they have a harvested rice crop (cut-over rice stubble), natural 
vegetation (weeds) or sorghum-sudangrass as forage crops. 
Ponds with these forage crops almost always have poor water 
quality if flooded to full depth in September, and this can 
only be overcome by frequent and costly pumping. Frankly, 
most crawfish producers do not have sufficient pumping ca-
pacity on their operations to correct oxygen deficiency when it 
occurs, and this is why we discourage September flood-up for 
many farmers.   Oxygen deficiency kills or retards the growth 
of newly hatched crawfish and possibility some holdover 
crawfish.  

Also, consider this during high costs of energy and 
pumping: the earlier one floods, the higher the rates of evapo-
ration and need for expensive pumping just to maintain water 
in the pond if adequate rainfall is not forthcoming.  Septem-
ber and October are historically dry months in Louisiana. 
September flood-up also does not mean all females will be 
emerging and releasing young at that time. Many females 
burrowed high in the levees will not emerge with young until 

Preparing for Fall Flooding

flushed out by rainfalls occurring from October through De-
cember. The key point here is that early flooding in Septem-
ber does not speed up the spawning cycle, and thus it will not 
assure you of an early crop. You may see a few female crawfish 
with babies crawling around after a big rain in September but 
many more will emerge with young in October.

How Deep Should I Flood?
If rice was planted in the pond for crawfish forage, a shal-

low, partial flood of several inches in September is sufficient 
to keep the rice growing, and this shallow flood will not flush 
out females prematurely that are burrowed above water line. 
By early October when the daily temperature begins to cool 
a bit, and the rice is 18 inches or taller, the water level can be 
raised to 12 to 15 inches (or near full flood) to assist in flush-
ing females with young from their burrows. Consider flooding 
to a depth 3 to 4 inches below the top of the drain pipes and 
allow late autumn and early winter rains bring raise the water 
level gradually to full flood. This will save you some pumping 
expense.  

Do I Need to Flush?  It’s so Expensive
Flushing is required only to correct an oxygen deficiency. 

Because of high pumping costs, water management deci-
sions should be based on oxygen measurements. No benefit 
to crawfish health and survival is gained by exchanging water 
if oxygen levels are satisfactory. Although pond water lack-
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ing in oxygen is often clear and dark (the color of tea, coffee 
or cola) one should not rely on visual observation or smell 
to determine oxygen concentration. Dissolved oxygen can 
be measured with a meter or chemical test kit. A dissolved 
oxygen meter is best if you have many ponds to check. Most 
producers, however, choose oxygen test kits because the kits 
are inexpensive and easy to use. The easiest kit uses a vacuum 
ampoule that draws in a water sample. The oxygen concentra-
tion is determined by matching the color of the sample in the 
ampoule to a chart. A list of supplier of test kits and meters 
with advantages and disadvantages of each is available in the 
publication “Measuring Oxygen in Crawfish Ponds,” avail-
able on the LSU AgCenter crawfish Web page (http://www.
lsuagcenter.com/en/crops_livestock/aquaculture/crawfish/
Water+Quality++Management/Measuring+Oxygen+in+C
rawfish+Ponds.htm) Or send us an e-mail or give us a phone 
call, and we’ll mail you a copy of the article.  

Ideally, dissolved oxygen should be maintained above 2 
parts per million (ppm) for good crawfish production, but 
this level of oxygen content can be difficult, if not impossible, 
to sustain in the first two to six weeks following flood-up, 
particularly when flooding over rice stubble or in ponds with 
sorghum-sudangrass or natural vegetation. When oxygen 
levels remain consistently below 1 ppm throughout the day 
for several weeks, crawfish become sufficiently stressed that 
they may stop feeding. Growth will slow and some death may 
occur. When oxygen levels remain below 0.5 ppm through-
out the day for a week or more, newly hatched juveniles and 
molting crawfish may die. Larger crawfish stressed by low-
dissolved oxygen climb to the surface on vegetation or traps 
and expose their gills to higher oxygen levels at the surface.

Figure 1.  Oxygen (dashed line) and temperature (solid line) levels in 
crawfish ponds. Note the dangerously low oxygen concentrations in 
October and November when water temperature is high.

Water Use 
in Crawfish Ponds  

Have you ever considered how much water is required in 
your operation during the course of a production season? Un-
til this run-up in energy prices, you probably haven’t. Given 
the high cost of pumping, let’s briefly discuss typical water 

The seemingly unending rise in energy prices has every-
one scrambling to find ways to reduce costs. We received a 
number of calls during the summer from producers who were 
considering switching to sorghum-sudangrass to avoid the 
cost of pumping associated with planting and managing rice. 
More than 90 percent of all agricultural farms in Louisiana 
irrigate with diesel powered pumps. Diesel engines are only 
25–37 percent efficient, compared to the 85–92 percent effi-
ciency of electric motors. At a cost of diesel of $3.75 a gallon, 
this is equivalent to electricity at 26.5 cents per kilowatt hour 
to pump the same amount water. Presently, anyone can buy 
electricity much cheaper.

Switching from diesel to electric pumps is not an easy 
decision. It depends on the availability of 3-phase electrical 
power and the need to consider the demand and contract 
charges that the local utility company may require. The cost 
of bringing power from the side of a road to where a pump or 
well is located can cost from $7 to $10 per linear foot. Several 
utilities have developed plans to allow crawfish producers 
to pay off the installation over 5 years. The cost of electrical 
equipment is also a consideration. A 100-hp electric motor 
and a basic control panel will cost approximately $6,500.  

Improve Your Pumping 
Efficiency to Deal With 
High Energy Cost

use in a crawfish operation. At a minimum, water is required 
to fill the pond and replace that loss from evaporation and 
seepage. Additional water may be required to flush ponds for 
oxygen management. 

On average, the total amount of water needed to keep a 
typical shallow rice-field crawfish pond at a full-flood depth 
of 12 inches (1 foot) from early October flood-up through 
mid-June draindown is about 90 inches (7.5 feet!).  About 
one-third, or 35 inches, of that requirement will be supplied 
by rainfall, but you will have to pump to supply the remaining 
two-thirds, or 55 inches. 

Where is all this water going – where are we losing it?  
About three-fourths of the water added to your pond(s) from 
both rainfall and pumping (73 inches) will be lost during the 
season through evaporation as well as seepage through levees 
and the pond bottom. Most of this loss is from evaporation – 
something you don’t have much control over – but as much as 
6 inches of the loss can be from lateral seepage through poorly 
compacted levees or minor levee breaches. As you well know, 
dry, hot autumns are costly in terms of pumping to maintain 
your water depth.  Cooler, wet autumns help reduce some of 
those pumping costs. Some factors that influence water use 
and over which you have some limited control that can help 
reduce pumping costs include (1) not flooding your pond 
earlier than recommended to minimize evaporative loss, (2) 
active rodent control to minimize seepage and levee blowouts 
and (3) well-constructed and compacted levees to minimize 
seepage loss.
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Crawfish Biology

Frequently Asked 
Questions

The switch from diesel to electric pumping needs to 
be a well-thought-out business decision.  Before switching, 
producers should make sure they are pumping as efficiently 
as they possibly can. A new bulletin, “Reducing Crawfish 
Pumping Costs,” on the LSU AgCenter’s crawfish Web site is 
a new resource that producers should review as we deal with 
skyrocketing diesel prices and today’s high cost of produc-
tion. Download the article from the Web site (http://www.
lsuagcenter.com/en/crops_livestock/aquaculture/crawfish/) 
or contact Dr. Sheffield or one of us to receive a copy by mail. 
Contributed by Dr. Ron E. Sheffield, Assistant Professor - Water Resources 
Extension Engineer (rsheffield@agcenter.lsu.edu ), LSU AgCenter - Dept. 
of Biological & Agricultural Engineering, Louisiana State University, 111 
E. B. Doran Building, Baton Rouge, LA 70803-4505  Office: 225-578-1057.   

September and October, and smaller peaks in mid-winter and 
spring. If you walk around your pond and pay close atten-
tion in just about any month, you are likely to find freshly 
opened burrows from which females have left and released 
their young.  Thus, most juvenile crawfish are exposed to wide 
ranges of temperatures during their growth cycle from higher 
temperatures at flood-up through lower temperatures of win-
ter and back to the slow-rising temperatures that occur during 
the spring. The time it takes for a juvenile crawfish to grow to 
harvest size depends largely on when they enter the water and 
their time of exposure to the various water temperatures. Of 
course, remember that other factors such as crawfish density, 
food quantity and quality and environmental stressors (e.g., 
low oxygen) will also influence growth rate. 

The water temperature at which crawfish stop growing is 
thought to be about 50 degrees. The temperature for maxi-
mum growth is thought to be about 82 to 86 degrees. Using 
50 degrees as the thermal minimum for growth and actual 
data of crawfish grown under varying temperatures, crawfish 
researchers at the LSU AgCenter have estimated the approxi-
mate time required for half the brood of hatchling crawfish to 
reach a minimum market size of about 30-count per pound 
(i.e., 30 crawfish weigh 1 pound) based on water temperature 
in southern Louisiana. Assuming that all other conditions 
such as food supply, population density and water quality are 
satisfactory for crawfish, we could we could expect the follow-
ing:     

 Hatchling crawfish entering the pond around the first 
of October can attain harvest size and show up in the catch as 
early as late December to early January. 

 Because of lower temperatures, juveniles that enter the 
pond in early November are likely to begin showing up in the 
catch in early March.  

 Juveniles entering the pond in early December should 
start showing up in the catch in late March.  

 And young entering the pond in January, February and 
March will likely show up in the catch in from mid-April 
through the end of May.  

Cool autumns and cold winters slow crawfish growth and 
delay the onset of catch and, of course, warmer-than-average 
autumns can lead to more rapid growth and an earlier catch.  

Water Managment 
Associated With Hurricanes 
and Tropical Storms

When we receive heavy rainfall associated with hur-
ricanes and tropical storms prior to recommended flooding 
dates, it may be tempting to hold this water to reduce pump-
ing costs and to “save” early emerging crawfish. Heavy rains 
will likely cause some, but not all, brood females to emerge 
from burrows. Holding storm water in late August or early 
September to save early emergers is usually not a good idea.  
Losing some crawfish that emerge early will not hurt your 
crawfish crop as much as holding deep stormwater in your 
field.  High water in your drainage ditches may prevent you 
from getting rid of excess water quickly, but drain most or 
all of it as soon as possible. Cut-over rice fields can benefit 
by holding a few inches of stormwater for a few weeks to get 
a head start on decomposing rice straw and then dumping 
that oxygen-deficient water before the permanent deep flood 
for crawfish.   

Relation of Temperature 
to Crawfish Growth

In the March 2008 issue of Crawfish News we discussed 
crawfish molting and growth. Given that we are about to 
begin a new crawfish production season, we thought it would 
be appropriate to discuss the relationship between water 
temperature and crawfish growth. Crawfish are “cold-blooded” 
animals, simply meaning that their metabolism and growth 
is regulated by external temperature of the water in which 
they live. Growth rate varies with temperature – slow growth 
at cool temperatures and fast growth at warm temperatures. 
Juveniles released from females enter the pond in all months 
of the year, with, of course, the major peaks occurring in 

Question: My rotation this year puts several of my 
crawfish fields in rice. I am planning to go for a second crop of 
rice in those fields. My first crop of rice was harvested around 
August 1. If I harvest a second crop of rice in October and 
flood my fields for crawfish, will that be too late to count on a 
decent crawfish harvest?  
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Additional information on crawfish aquaculture is avail-
able on the LSU AgCenter Web site at 

www.lsuagcenter.com/en/crops_livestock/aquaculture/crawfish

To receive the online full-color version of “Crawfish News” 
send an e-mail to rdjohnson@agcenter.lsu.edu with 
“SUBSCRIBE CRAWFISH NEWS” in the subject line. 
There is no need to re-subscribe to the online version if you 
already receive it. To be removed from the electronic mail-
ing list, write “UNSUBSCRIBE CRAWFISH NEWS” in 
the subject line.
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Answer: Second cropping rice, followed by a crawfish 
crop, is an “iffy” proposition. More often than not, it does not 
work well – but occasionally everything clicks, and a good 
crawfish crop is realized; thus, keeping the practice “alive.” Fol-
lowing are some factors when growing crawfish behind second 
crop rice that you should take into consideration: 

Cutting the second crop of rice usually insures less 
vegetation is available for crawfish forage. This deficiency in 
forage can be critical in fields with high densities of crawfish.

Cutting a second crop of rice means that the crawfish 
fields will be flooded late, or that the rice will need to be har-
vested while the field is flooded. Neither situation is desirable.

Cutting the second crop of rice generates a “fresh” batch of 
organic matter (combine tailings). This causes bad water qual-
ity (low oxygen) at peak hatchling release, which is not good 
for the crawfish, and, of course, flushing the field to improve 
water quality is expensive.

When crawfish follows a second rice crop, the bulk of the 
crawfish harvested is almost always going to be later in the 
spring, often when prices are in decline and marketing is more 
difficult because of the large volume of crawfish coming onto 
the market.

Crawfish harvest following the second rice cutting often 
consists of either few, but large crawfish, or many, small craw-
fish late because of food shortages.

You must take into consideration both rice and crawfish 
prices. Currently, rice prices are high, so the economic gain 
from a second rice crop may more than compensate for a 
reduction in crawfish yield behind second-crop rice. In years 
when rice prices are low, the economic gain from the second-
crop rice may not compensate for the economic loss in craw-
fish production as a result of the practice.

Despite the negative issues listed above, occasionally, all 
the right conditions associated with crawfish reproduction 
and weather come together favorably, and good crawfish yields 
and harvest sizes occur behind second-crop rice.  The decision 
to incorporate a second rice crop into a rice-crawfish rotation 
should be made with these factors in mind.    

The Louisiana Crawfish Farmers Association will host 
its annual membership drive on Thursday, October 16, at the 
Rayne Civic Center, Rayne, La. The social starts at 6 p.m. 
and dinner and program begins at 7 p.m. Last year, nearly 
500 persons attended the membership drive. For further 
updates on the LCFA membership drive, be sure to check the 
Louisiana Crawfish Farmers Association’s Web site at www.
crawfishfarmer.com. According to LCFA executive director 
Stephen Minvielle, membership in LCFA currently stands at 950.    


